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Big tech monopolies can help break other monopolies, says Mexican enforcer 
by Julie Masson 
 
The head of Mexico’s competition authority has said that while antitrust enforcers need to              
prevent technology companies from getting too big, their monopolies can be a useful tool to help                
curb the power of other monopolies. 
Alejandra Palacios Prieto, president of Mexico’s Federal Economic Competition Commission,          
acknowledged a lot of discussion in the international arena about how to deal with big tech                
giants. But in Mexico, she said, some of these companies are dismantling long-standing             
quasi-monopolies. 
Palacios Prieto spoke on a Latin American enforcers’ roundtable at the Concurrences and             
William Kovacic antitrust salon in Washington, DC yesterday. 
“In Mexico as well as in Latin America, there are highly concentrated markets and big               
incumbents,” she said. 
Yet Google and Facebook have been able to successfully break up mass media company              
Televisa’s advertising monopoly in Mexico, and Palacios Prieto added that Amazon is also a              
promising candidate to be able to curb Walmart’s dominance in the Mexican retail market, of               
which the company controls more than 60%. 
….  
 
To read the full text visit: 
https://globalcompetitionreview.com/article/1197361/big-tech-monopolies-can-help-break-other-
monopolies-says-mexican-enforcer 
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App stores may not be as open to competitors as they should be, FTC’s Chopra says 
by Max Fillion 
  
“App stores are really the gateway for so much more of the mobile economy when it comes to                  
providing products and services, and those app stores may not have the same features of               
openness” the internet was intended to foster, Chopra, a Democrat told a Washington audience. 
  
Low barriers to entry and low switching costs, Chopra said “are the types of features, I think, that                  
ultimately attract more capital and will attract the type of innovation that I think ultimately yields                
massive value for the economy and the society.” 
  
  
Nascent competitors need only ‘reasonably likely’ shot at success to make deals unlawful,             
FTC official says 
by Joshua Sisco and Max Fillion 
  
Antitrust reviews of acquisitions of up-and-coming competitors may only need to show a             
“reasonably likely” chance that a deal would monopolize a market to be proven anticompetitive,              
a senior US Federal Trade Commission official says. 
  
Merger cases are typically brought under the Clayton Act, which prohibits acquisitions that             
would create monopolies. The FTC, though, has challenged a deal under the Sherman Act and its                
prohibitions against monopolization or conspiracy to monopolize, having investigated drugmaker          
Mallinckrodt’s acquisition of the drug Synacthen. Monopolization cases, however, are typically           
brought against a single company, such as the US Department of Justice’s case against Microsoft               
or, more recently, the FTC’s case against Qualcomm. 
  
…. 
  
Antitrust enforcement not politicized, US DOJ’s Delrahim says, responding to criticism           
over California emissions probe 
B Leah Nylen 
  
The US Department of Justice’s top antitrust official said those who have accused prosecutors of               
politicizing antitrust enforcement misunderstand the facts. The comments by Assistant Attorney           
General Makan Delrahim came the same day House Judiciary Committee leaders said they will              
hold a hearing on the DOJ probe, after a number of Democratic politicians accused the DOJ of                 



 

weaponizing antitrust enforcement by investigating BMW, Ford, Honda and Volkswagen over a            
vehicle-emissions standards agreements with California. 
  
…. 
  
Novelis-Aleris a “possible model” for using arbitration to resolve disputes in mergers,            
DOJ’s Delrahim says 
by Max Fillion 
  
The Novelis-Aleris case is a “possible model” for using arbitration to resolve disputes in future               
mergers, the US Department Justice’s top antitrust official said. 
  
“For the first time in its history, the antitrust division is using its authority under the                
Administrative Dispute Resolution Act of 1996 to arbitrate a Clayton Section 7 challenge,”             
Assistant Attorney General Makan Delrahim told a Washington audience, * speculating that            
many attorneys had never heard of the provisions until last week. 
  
The DOJ sued to block the merger Sept. 4 (see here), but agreed with the companies to refer the                   
matter to binding arbitration to resolve the question of product market definition if certain              
conditions are met. The sides plan to refer the matter to arbitration after fact discovery is                
completed unless they reach a settlement agreement. 
  
… 
  
Facebook’s privacy breach harmed competition, head of German antitrust authority says 
by Nicholas Hirst and Leah Nylen 
  
Facebook’s breach of EU privacy rules harmed competition by making it even harder for rivals               
to compete with the social network in building datasets, according to the head of Germany’s               
competition authority. 
  
Andreas Mundt mounted a strong defense of a landmark decision of the Bundeskartellamt that              
held that Facebook’s data collection and processing broke German antitrust rules. 
  
That verdict was suspended by a national court last month, which found “serious doubts about               
the legality” of the decision. They said it failed to connect the alleged abuse to Facebook’s                
dominance and underlined that a breach of data protection rules by Facebook did not, in and of                 
itself, amount to an abuse under competition laws. 
  



 

The suspension and findings are preliminary, but the German competition authority has already             
said it will appeal them. 
  
… 
  
CADE’s views on remedies differ in digital versus traditional markets, Azevedo says 
by Leah Nylen and Ana Paula Cadil 
  
Brazil’s competition authority doesn’t always think about remedies in digital markets in the same              
way it does for traditional markets, one of the agency’s councilors said today, criticizing a               
decision not to sanction Google for self-preferencing its comparison shopping service. 
  
In June, the Tribunal of the Administrative Council for Economic Defense, or CADE, voted to               
close a probe into Google Shopping without sanctions. The vote was 3-3, but in the event of a tie                   
CADE’s president – Alexandre Barreto de Souza – is afforded a second deciding vote. 
  
Speaking at an event in Washington today, CADE Councilor Paula Farani de Azevedo Silveira              
said the Tribunal found that Google was preferencing its shopping service, but ruled that there               
wasn’t enough evidence of negative effects caused by the conduct. Azevedo voted in favor of               
fining Google 30 million reais ($ 7.81 million) and ordering the search giant to cease its                
offending conduct in Brazil. 
  
…. 
 
New CADE councilors set to take office in approximately 3 weeks, Azevedo says 
by Max Fillion and Ana Paula Candil 
  
The Brazilian competition authority’s Tribunal should have a quorum again in about three             
weeks, after which it can finally resume normal activities, one of the agency’s councilors said               
today. 
  
“Our expectation is that in 2 to 3 weeks’ time we should have new commissioners taking office,”                 
Councilor Paula Farani de Azevedo Silveira told a Washington audience. * “As soon as the first                
one takes office, then we can start deciding again and things can go back to normal.” 
  
… 
  
 
  



 

Implementing of Argentina antitrust law could be hampered by coming elections, agency            
head says 
by Joshua Sisco 
  
Argentina is working to roll out a new competition authority and updated law, but the country’s                
upcoming presidential elections could slow that process, the head of the country’s current             
regulator said. 
  
“I think our challenge now” is implementing the new law in the “context” of the presidential                
elections this October, Esteban Manuel Greco, president of the Comisión Nacional de Defensa             
de la Competencia, or CNDC, said at a conference* today. 
  
The CNDC is the country’s current antitrust regulator but will be superseded when the new               
agency is established. 
  
…. 
  
* “7th Bill Kovacic Antitrust Salon.” Washington, DC. Sept 9, 2019 
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